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Dynamic routing and wavelength assignment with optical bypass
using ring embeddings✩
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Abstract

We consider routing and wavelength assignment in ring, torus, and tree topologies with the twin objectives of min
wavelength usage and maximizing optical bypass. TheP-port dynamic traffic assumption is used, which allows each nod
send and receive at mostP calls. For rings we show that�PN/4� wavelengths are necessary and sufficient, and provide a
hub ring architecture that requires only half of these wavelengths to be locally processed. We extend this approach t
RWA and bypass algorithms for both tori and trees by embedding virtual rings within these topologies and applying
algorithms. For anR × C torus, we embedR + C rings onto the torus and provide an approach to RWA and banding b
on solving disjoint RWA/banding problems for each ring. Our RWA algorithm is more wavelength efficient than any cu
known algorithm and uses the minimum number of wavelengths forR ≥ 2C. Our subsequent banding algorithm allows half
these wavelengths to bypass all but 4R hub nodes. Finally, we give a RWA for trees that embeds a single virtual ring and
the ring to obtain a RWA that requires no more than�PN/2� total wavelengths; this figure is shown to be optimal for balan
binary trees. A banding algorithm follows that allows half these wavelengths to bypass all non-hub nodes.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)

signals independently as long as each uses a diffe
wavelength. This allows many connections to sh
technology has emerged as an attractive solution

v

the same fiber resources. Therouting and wavelength
assignment(RWA) problem becomes one of assigning
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e
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full
rk
for meeting rapidly growing demands for network
bandwidth. WDM allows the same fiber to carry many
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routes and wavelengths to each call such that
two calls share the same wavelength on the sa
link. Calls are additionally subject to thewavelength
continuity constraint, which requires that a call us
the same wavelength on all hops unless wavelen
conversion is available at intermediate nodes. If
conversion is available at all nodes, the WDM netwo
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is equivalent to the well-known circuit-switched
network; however, the high cost of wavelength
converters often makes it desirable to keep the amount
of conversion used in the network to a minimum.
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accommodated without rearranging any calls, the
RWA algorithm is calledwide-sense non-blocking;
algorithms which require call rearrangement are
rearrangeably non-blocking. Different non-blocking
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There has been considerable work done in the a
of finding efficient algorithms for the RWA problem
Here “efficient” implies the attempt to optimize certa
figures of merit, which typically depend on the traf
assumptions made. Hence one way to categorize
existing works in the literature is according to the
traffic assumptions.

Two broad categories for traffic models arestatic
traffic anddynamic traffic. In the static traffic model
the set of calls that needs to be supported by the
work is fixed and does not change over time. In the
namic traffic model, the traffic set is allowed to chan
over time to represent call arrivals and departures.

In the static model, the objective is typically to mi
imize the number of wavelengths, converters, or ot
cost parameters [1]. This problem was shown to b
NP-complete in [2], and thus the literature has focus
on the development of heuristics and bounds. O
approaches include attempting to maximize throu
put for fixed capacity [3], to minimize congestion fo
a fixed traffic set [4], or to maximize the number o
calls supported for a fixed number of wavelengths5].
However, this approach is limited in that it does n
allow dynamic call set-up and removals.

In a dynamic model, calls are allowed to arri
and depart over time. One method of modelling c
dynamics, known as theblocking model, is to adopt
a statistical characterization of call arrival rates a
holding times and design algorithms to minimi
the call blocking probability. Numerous papers ha
focused on blocking probability analysis under vario
approximations for simple wavelength assignm
algorithms such as the random algorithm [6–11] and
first-fit [12]. However, due to the large state-spa
size of the problem, the blocking probability of
WDM network for more sophisticated algorithm
is extremely difficult to analyze. As a resu
most statistical algorithms rely on simplifyin
approximations and heuristics [13].

An alternative approach, thenon-blocking model,
considers designing the network to accommodate
traffic matrix from an admissible set. Call arriva
or departures are equivalent to transitions from o
traffic matrix to another. If the transitions can
models differ on the choice of admissible s
For example, [14] defines an admissible traffic s
containing any traffic set where the worst-case l
load is less than a given constant, and attempt
minimize the number of wavelengths required. In [15],
the admissible set is similarly defined but the num
of wavelengths is fixed and an attempt is made inst
to minimize the wavelength converter usage.

We adopt in this paper theP-port model from [16]
to define the admissible set. Under these assumpt
the admissible set consists of any traffic set wh
each node sends and receives at mostP calls. The
P-port model is very practical since the admissi
set is based on actual device limitations in
network. In [16] it is shown that for the case of
bidirectional ring withN nodes andP ports,�P N/3�
wavelengths are necessary and sufficient to sup
P-port traffic in a rearrangeably non-blocking fashi
if no wavelength conversion is employed. An onli
version which attempts to minimize the number
rearrangements per new call arrival was presen
in [17]; this algorithm was later extended from rin
to torus networks in [18]. In [19] ring networks with
wavelength conversion are considered and it is sh
that �P N/4� wavelengths are both necessary a
sufficient under these conditions.

In this paper, we investigate new rearrangea
non-blocking RWA schemes forP-port traffic on
a variety topologies with and without waveleng
conversion. The criteria to be optimized will be bo
the number of wavelengths required and the amo
of optical bypass in the network. The details of t
traffic model are first discussed; this is followed by
description of the optimization criteria.

1.1. System model

We consider three topologies in this paper: the ri
the two-dimensional torus, and the tree.

In a ring topology, adjacent nodes are connec
by two fibers: one supporting wavelengths travell
in the clockwise direction, the other supporti
wavelengths in the counterclockwise direction. T
two fibers are represented by a single bidirectio
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link, where each link can support calls travelling in
both directions on every wavelength. If we number the
nodes from 0 toN−1, then each nodei is connected to
nodesi ⊕ 1 andi 	 1, where⊕ and	 denote addition
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In general, each nodei can have a different number
of portsPi . The special case where all nodes have the
same number of portsPi = P is calledsymmetric
P-port traffic. A special case of symmetricP-port
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and subtraction moduloN, respectively.
A two-dimensional (2D) torus is essentially

rectangular topology where each node is a mem
of two rings. The total number of nodesN must be
the product of two integersR andC, and the resultan
topology is known as anR × C torus. Examples o
torus topologies are given inSection 3.

A tree topology consists of nodes joined
bidirectional fiber links such that the undirected gra
underlying the network must be connected and con
no cycles [20].

We will consider networks with and withou
wavelength converters. A wavelength converter
available at a given node, can be used to switc
call arriving to that node on one wavelength onto
different wavelength departing from the node. If
conversion is employed, a call passing through a n
on one wavelength must exit from the node on
same wavelength.

A traffic matrix or traffic set consists of a set
calls that need to be set up in the network. Ea
call consists of a source and destination pair an
assumed to occupy a full wavelength. A traffic se
connectedif the directed graph corresponding to t
set of source–destination pairs is connected. In
P-port model, the number and type of calls whi
the traffic set may contain are based on the p
limitations at each node. Each nodei is considered to
have an equal number of portsPi for transmitting and
receiving, and hence may be the source and destina
of at mostPi calls within any given traffic set. Thi
traffic model is natural because it places constra
on the calls which are based on the actual equipm
constraints at each node. A traffic set which ob
these constraints is said to beadmissible.

The dynamic nature of the traffic is modelled
transitions from one admissible traffic set to anot
over time. The RWA algorithm must provision enou
resources to supportanyadmissible traffic set, so tha
regardless of the evolution of the network state o
time, no calls are blocked. For this reason, the mo
is callednon-blocking. We further allow existing calls
to be rearranged between transitions; hence the
rearrangeably non-blocking.
traffic is thesingle-port trafficcase, whereP = 1 for
every node.

This paper considers algorithms for assign
routes and wavelengths to every traffic matrix from
admissible set.

1.2. Objective function

In this paper, we consider two approaches
designing RWA algorithms: constructing algorithm
that minimize the number of wavelengths in t
network, and algorithms that maximize the amoun
bypass at each node using banding.

The approach of minimizing the total numb
of wavelengths is common in the literature f
non-blocking networks. Minimizing wavelengths
sensible for two reasons. First, adding additio
wavelengths to a network is costly, so waveleng
should be used efficiently. Second, if each wavelen
needs to be switched at each node, then optimiz
the number of wavelengths is also equivalent
optimizing the number of switch ports at each no
an important property since switching is expensive a
switching costs can rapidly dominate in the network
switch size increases.

The second approach is to usebandingto reduce
the number of wavelengths dropped at each no
Banding refers to the grouping of wavelengths in
frequency bands; each band contains multiple adja
wavelengths. Node complexity can be significan
reduced by allowing some bands to completely byp
each node. This is permissible if the RWA algorith
can guarantee that wavelengths within the bypas
bands are never dropped at those nodes.

For the purposes of the RWA problem, we c
group the wavelengths into two bands: alocal band,
consisting of wavelengths that can be accessed b
nodes, and abypassband, consisting of wavelength
that can be accessed only by a few designatedhub
nodes. The bypass band can therefore bypass
majority of the nodes in the network. The bypass ba
can be viewed as a set of “highways” that can o
be accessed via the hub nodes, which serve as a
ramps by using wavelength conversion to trans
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Fig. 1. An OADM architecture. Note that a(W + P) × (W + P)

switch is required, and that the size of this switch increases with
number of wavelengths.

incoming calls on a local wavelength to a bypa
wavelength and vice versa, as necessary.

There are several advantages to a band
approach. One is cost savings.Fig. 1gives an example
of an optical add–drop multiplexer (OADM) in
network with no banding. In a system withW
total wavelengths, allW wavelengths would hav
to be switched.Fig. 2 shows a system where th
wavelengths are divided into a local band ofk
wavelengths, and a bypass band ofW−k wavelengths.
In this case, only the smaller local band ofk
wavelengths is switched. Another benefit is that
wavelength demultiplexers can be simpler: the fi
coarse DMUX need only separate out two large ban
while the second, finer DMUX has a smaller ba
to work with (only the local wavelengths). Finall
by allowing wavelengths in the bypass band to av
processing at non-hub nodes altogether, the by
band can either avoid the switch (thus not suffer
power losses due to switching which would redu
the reach of the lightpaths), or be placed in a sepa
fiber entirely. Such a separate fiber would need to
connected only to the hub nodes and could physic
bypass all other nodes entirely.

The potential disadvantage, of course, is that
restricting the access of some of the waveleng
to just the hub nodes, we are imposing additio
constraints onto the RWA problem that may decre
the efficiency of the algorithms and necessitate
provisioning of more overall wavelengths.

In this paper, we provide novel RWA algorithm
with and without bypass for a variety of topolo
gies. We demonstrate for each case optimal or
ficient wavelength usage through comparisons w
,

s

e

s
l

-

Fig. 2. An OADM architecture with bypass. Note that the switch s
depends only on the number of wavelengthsk entering the node, no
the total numberW.

theoretical lower bounds, and demonstrate ways
using banding to further simplify node complexity.
Section 2we cover RWA and banding algorithms f
ring networks.Sections 3and4 describe a method fo
using ring embeddings to extend these results to t
and tree topologies, respectively.Table 1provides a
summary of the wavelength usage of the algorith
to be presented. Typically, in each section, a RW
algorithm which achieves the lower bound on t
total number of wavelengths used is presented,
lowed by a banding algorithm which reduces the nu
ber of local wavelengths at the expense of the ove
total number of wavelengths or wavelength convert

Table 1
Algorithm performance summary

Type Algorithm λ’s (local) λ’s (total)

Ring Lower bound �P N/8� �P N/4�
�P N/4� alg. �P N/4� �P N/4�
Ring banding �P N/8� �3P N/8�

Torus Lower bound(R ≥ C) – �P R/4�
TERA (R ≥ 2C) �P R/4� �P R/4�
Banding(R ≥ 2C) �P R/8� �3P R/4�

Tree Lower bound (binary) – �P N/2�
Banding �P N/4� �P N/2�

2. Ring networks

2.1. Rings without conversion

In this section, RWA algorithms which minimiz
the total number of wavelengths required to supp
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P-port traffic in anN-node ring are considered. We
first establish a bound on the minimum number of
wavelengths required without conversion. Recall that
under theP-port traffic model, any traffic set in which
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each nodei sends and receives no more thanPi

calls is admissible; as such, no call belonging to s
a set may be blocked. Therefore sufficiently ma
wavelengths must be provisioned to support all c
within any given admissible traffic set. In [16] it was
shown that for a ring withN > 7 nodes, there exists a
admissible traffic set which requires at least�P N/3�
wavelengths to support it if no wavelength convers
is available. A RWA algorithm was also describ
that always uses no more than this minimum num
of wavelengths for any admissible traffic set. T
algorithm was based on the following observation:

Lemma 1. Define a set of calls to beadjacentif the
destination of the first call is the source of the seco
call, the destination of the second call is the sou
of the third call, and so forth. Given any two adjace
calls, if the calls cannot fit on a single bidirection
wavelength in the clockwise direction, they must
onto a single wavelength in the counterclockw
direction.

A graphical proof is shown inFig. 3. The algorithm
in [16] divides the calls into sets of three adjacent ca
each, and observes that as a consequence ofLemma 1
each set could fit on a single wavelength. To do t
determine the direction in which the first two adjace
calls can share a wavelength, and route them in
direction using a wavelength. Route the third call
the opposite direction using the same wavelength.

2.2. Rings with conversion

We next considerP-port bidirectional rings with
conversion, again under the objective of minimizi
the number of wavelengths. The cut-set bound can
used to provide a lower bound for symmetricP-port
traffic. Consider a cut of two links which divides th
ring into equal halves ofN/2 nodes each. A worst
case admissibleP-port traffic set can be constructe
where each node on the left half of the cut se
all P units of traffic to some node on the rig
half. This means thatP N/2 units of traffic would
traverse two links, requiring a minimum of�P N/4�
wavelengths.
h
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Fig. 3. (a) Two calls,(n1, n2) and (n2, n3), which cannot fit on a
single counterclockwise wavelength since the second call ove
from n1 to n3 with the first call. (b) The same two calls can use
single wavelength in the clockwise direction, because the se
call must reach destinationn3 in the clockwise direction befor
encountering the sourcen1 of the first call.

An algorithm was provided in [19] called the
�P N/4� algorithm which provides a RWA for an
P-port traffic set using no more than�P N/4�
wavelengths. This is optimal in the sense that it me
the lower bound on wavelength usage. It require
total of �P N/2� wavelength converters, which ca
be arbitrarily located within the ring. A detaile
description of the algorithm is given in [19]; for the
purposes of our discussion here it suffices to know
such an algorithm exists. This algorithm will be us
later in the paper to assist in performing RWA on ot
topologies.

A corollary is that for the special case ofN = 4
and P = 1, only a single wavelength is require
and no wavelength converters are used. This ca
extended to the case of arbitraryP by noting that any
P-port set can be decomposed intoP single-port sets
and each set routed individually. Hence forN = 4
the lower bound ofP wavelengths can be achiev
without conversion.

2.3. The ring banding bound

In this section, we consider maximizing the amo
of bypass using banding. Recall that wavelengths
divided into two sets of adjacent wavelengths kno
as the local band and the bypass band. Wavelen
in the local band, known as local wavelengths,
be accessed by any node; wavelengths in the by
band, known as bypass wavelengths, can be acce
only by a few special nodes known as hub nodes. A
non-hub node is termed a local node. As descri
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single instance of the algorithm it is straightforward to
extrapolate to any other variation since the algorithms
are all very similar. Therefore in this paper we
focus primarily on the special case of a four-hub
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Fig. 4. A dual ring topology, equivalent to a twenty-node, four-h
ring with some local and some bypass wavelengths. The sh
nodes are hubs.

in Section 1.2, maximizing the size of the bypas
band corresponds to reducing the overall cost of
network.

In this section, we assume symmetricP-port
traffic and derive a lower bound on the size of t
local band for a fixed number of hubsh within an
N-node ring. In general, the number of loc
wavelengths required decreases as the number of
increases. It is possible to lower-bound the numbe
local wavelengths required for a fixed number of hu
using a cut-set bound.

The hub nodes divide the ring into sections, ea
consisting of a number of local nodes located betw
two consecutive hub nodes. Suppose the smallest
section consists ofNS local nodes. A traffic set exist
where each node within that section sends allP calls
to nodes outside that section. Imagine a cut consis
of the two links at the edge of that section. There
P · NS units of traffic travelling across two links, an
so a minimum of�P ·NS/2� wavelengths are required
Furthermore, these must all be local waveleng
since none of the local nodes can access byp
wavelengths. To obtain the tightest such bound,
maximizeNS by distributing the hubs symmetricall
within the ring, resulting inNS = �N/h� − 1 and a
lower bound of�P(�N/h� − 1)/2�. This situation is
illustrated inFig. 4for the case ofh = 4.

2.4. Banding and bypass on rings

In this section, an algorithm called thering banding
algorithm that minimizes the number of wavelengt
in the local band is described. In general, there e
an entire class of ring banding algorithms depend
on the number of hubs in the ring; however, from
s

h

ring banding algorithm. A four-hub architecture h
the added advantage that routing traffic between
four hubs does not require wavelength conversion
achieve optimal wavelength efficiency, as noted in
preceding section.

For h = 4 hubs, the lower bound is�P(�N/h� −
1)/2� = �P(�N/4� − 1)/2� wavelengths. To obtain
some intuition about how large this local band
consider the case whereN is a multiple of 4; under this
assumption, this minimum number becomes�P(N −
4)/8�. This establishes that at least half of all t
wavelengths must be local wavelengths. (Recall t
�P N/4� total wavelengths are required.)

To reduce the number of local wavelengt
required, consider a topology where the four hu
are distributed symmetrically within the ring. Th
ring banding algorithm gives each call a route a
wavelength assignment using a three-step proces
follows:

(1) Starting from the source node, the call travels
the nearest hub. This route uses a local wavelen
and is static since the nearest hub node for
given source node is fixed.

(2) From that hub, it travels via a bypass wavelen
to the hub closest to the destination nod
This routing is dynamic since the source a
destination of the call are variable.

(3) Finally, the call proceeds from that hub to t
destination node via a local wavelength, again
a static route.

We first prove that Steps (1) and (3) use no m
than the minimum number of local wavelengths. Th
we provide a RWA to dynamically route all the calls
Step (2) using as few bypass wavelengths as poss

Consider the local wavelength usage. The h
partition local nodes in the ring into four quarters, ea
of which contains no more than�N/4�−1 local nodes.
Assign each node within the quarterP bidirectional
wavelengths for communication with the hub clos
to it. The forward direction, from the node to the hu
is used in Step (1); the reverse direction, from the h
to the node, is used in Step (3). Since half the no
in each quarter communicate with the hub node
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switching block shown inFig. 2 can be replaced with
static connections from theP ports to theP assigned
wavelengths.

Hub node requirements: Each of the four hub
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Fig. 5. Assigning local wavelengths for a single-port sixteen-n
ring.

one side and half with the other, each bidirectio
wavelength can be shared by two local nodes. T
is illustrated for a 16-node ring inFig. 5. In total,
�P(�N/4� − 1)/2� local wavelengths are required b
this scheme. Note that this meets the lower bound
local wavelengths, and corresponds to roughly hal
the total number of wavelengths used by the�P N/4�
algorithm.

Next we consider the dynamic routing of ca
between hubs in Step (2). Each hub is responsible
sending and receiving all calls belonging to the�N/4�
nodes closest to it (including itself) to and from oth
hubs. Therefore, for Step (2) each of the four hubs
as though it hasP′ = P�N/4� ports. From the result
earlier in this section, we know thatP�N/4� bypass
wavelengths are necessary and sufficient to sup
such traffic, and furthermore that we can do so with
the use of wavelength converters. (To see this, note
in the four-hub ringN = 4 andP′ = P�N/4�.)

A summary of the properties of the ring bandi
algorithm follows:

Local node requirements: Each local node ca
use fixed routes and wavelengths to communic
with its nearest hub node. This allows the loc
node architecture to be extremely simple. In fa
using this algorithm, not only do local nodes nev
need to access bypass wavelengths, they do
need to switch local wavelengths either since th
wavelengths are statically assigned. Therefore,
t

t

t

nodes needs to be able to switch between any of
local wavelengths and any of the bypass waveleng
Bypass wavelengths never need to be switc
onto other bypass wavelengths—i.e. no convers
is required between bypass wavelengths.�P N/2�
converters between bypass and local wavelengths
required at each hub node.

Call rearrangements: Call departures never requir
existing calls to be rearranged since the waveleng
used can just be removed. It can be shown that
arrivals may require the rearrangement of at m
seven bypass wavelengths [17] (two sets of single-
port traffic for the four hub nodes, less one for t
newly arriving call). Local wavelengths never ne
rearrangement, as they are statically assigned.

We illustrate the operation of the four-hub rin
banding algorithm with an example.

Example 1. Fig. 5 considers single-port traffic on
16-node ring, and shows the wavelengths that wo
be assigned in Steps (1) and (3) of the algorithm
handle the traffic between the local nodes and
hubs. Note that only the minimum number�(16/4 −
1)/2� = 2 of local wavelengths are required. For a
fixed traffic set, the four hubs would then provide
RWA using the bypass wavelengths via the�P N/4�
algorithm.

To illustrate the full RWA for a given call, conside
a call travelling from node 6 to node 12. The clos
hub for node 6 is 5, and the closest hub for node 1
13. Therefore a route is assigned as follows: (1) fr
node 6 to node 5 via a local wavelength, (2) from no
5 to node 13 via a bypass wavelength, and (3) fr
node 13 to node 12 via a local wavelength again.Fig. 6
shows an example of a possible RWA for the call us
this approach.

3. Torus networks

3.1. The torus lower bound

Torus networks with no wavelength conversi
were considered in [18], which presented a RWA
algorithm based on column-first routing requirin
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Fig. 6. The route for call(6, 12). Hubs 5 and 13 are used to acce
the bypass wavelengths.

twice the minimum number of wavelengths. W
investigate the use of wavelength conversion
reduce the number of wavelengths required. We
first show a lower bound on wavelengths requir
subsequently, we give a novel algorithm for RWA
a torus that makes efficient use of wavelengths
achieves the bound in certain cases.

Define anR × C torus to be a network consistin
of RC nodes, each of which is uniquely assigned
a row r , 1 ≤ r ≤ R, and a columnc, 1 ≤ c ≤ C.
Each node is connected via four bidirectional links
four other nodes: the two adjacent nodes occupy
the same row, and the two adjacent nodes in the s
column. More specifically, denote the node in rowr
and columnc by nr,c. Then the nodenr,c is connected
via bidirectional links to the nodesnr⊕1,c, nr	1,c,
nr,c⊕1, andnr,c	1, where operations on the rows a
columns are moduloR and C, respectively.Fig. 7
shows an example of a 6× 3 torus.Note that each
row contains C nodes, and each column contain
nodes.

We again use theP-port traffic model, where eac
node is assumed to haveP ports, and hence ca
send and receive at mostP calls. We next investigat
how many wavelengths must be provisioned in
torus to support any admissible traffic set under th
assumptions.

Suppose without loss of generality thatR ≥ C.
(If the opposite is true, rotate the picture of the to
90 degrees and relabel the rows as the columns
vice versa.) LetR be even. Consider a horizont
cut across the columns which removes 2C links and
e

d

Fig. 7. Breaking up a call into three sub-calls using a bridg
column. The single call on the left, fromn2,1 to n5,3, is routed
as two row-ring calls and a column-ring call using the bridg
column 2. Each of the sub-calls can be routed independentl
their respective rings using the�P N/4� algorithm. Additional
wavelength conversion may be required at nodesn2,2 andn5,2 if
the sub-calls are not assigned to the same wavelength.

divides the torus into two equal sets ofRC/2 nodes
each. Consider the first set. Under theP-port model,
there exists a worst-case traffic set in which e
node in that set sends allP calls to some node in
the other set. In this case, there areP RC/2 calls
traversing 2C links, which means that a minimum
of �(P RC/2)/(2C)� = �P R/4� wavelengths are
required. A similar argument forR odd yields a bound
of �P(R − 1)/4� wavelengths.

3.2. The TERA algorithm—overview

In this section we describe an algorithm bas
on the Torus Embedded-Ring Approach (TERA)
routing and wavelength assignment. We will sh
that by judicious use of wavelength conversio
the TERA algorithm will use no more tha
max{�PC/2�, �P R/4�} wavelengths. For tori wher
R ≥ 2C, this achieves the lower bound of�P R/4�
wavelengths; in the worst case(R = C) it uses
�P R/2�.

We will describe the algorithm in detail later
this section, but the general idea is as follows.
any given call going fromnr1,c1 to nr2,c2, instead
of considering all possible route assignments
which there are many), we break the problem do
into finding a route from the sourcenr1,c1 to some
intermediate nodenr1,cb in the same row, fromnr1,cb
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to somenr2,cb in the same column, and finally from
nr2,cb to the destinationnr2,c2 in the same row. The
advantage to this approach is that instead of having
a single call travelling through a torus, the call has
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which are starting sub-calls and the remainingP of
which are ending sub-calls. Each node already uses
P ports for sending the starting sub-calls, andP
ports for receiving the ending sub-calls. We wish to
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been subdivided into three smaller calls, each o
different ring, and the results for rings in the preced
section can be used to do the routing and wavelen
assignment for each sub-call.Fig. 7gives an example
of routing a call using this approach.

In the above approach, an intelligent choice
a column cb for each call is required so tha
subsequent routing of the resulting sub-calls use
few wavelengths as possible.

For notational purposes, define the ring formed
the nodes{ni, j | j = 1, . . . , C} to be the row-
ring i , and the ring formed by the nodes{ni, j |
i = 1, . . . , R} to be the column-ringj . Under this
nomenclature, there areR row-rings andC column-
rings. Let us call the columns{cb} used to generat
the sub-calls thebridging columns, since calls will use
these columns to travel between row-rings. In anR×C
torus, there areC bridging columns. We will use a
bipartite matching approach to associate each call
a bridging column in such a way that the resulting s
calls will form a 2P-port traffic set on each row-ring
and a P-port traffic set on each column-ring. On
this is done, it is evident that by using the�P N/4�
algorithm on each row-ring and column-ring, the to
number of wavelengths required in the torus will
max{�2PC/4�, �P R/4�} = max{�PC/2�, �P R/4�},
as claimed.

3.3. Bridging column assignment

In this section, we will describe a method for usi
matchings to assign a bridging column to each
such that the resulting sub-calls form a 2P-port traffic
set on each row-ring, and aP-port traffic set on each
column-ring.

Consider a call (nr1,c1, nr2,c2) that is divided
into three sub-calls(nr1,c1, nr1,cb), (nr1,cb, nr2,cb), and
(nr2,cb, nr2,c2). We will call the (nr1,c1, nr1,cb) the
starting sub-call, (nr1,cb, nr2,cb) thebridging sub-call,
and (nr2,cb, nr2,c2) the ending sub-call. We wish to
determine the conditions that the bridging colum
assignment is subject to.

1. Row-ring conditions: For each row-ring of size
C, there are 2PC sub-calls to be routed on it,P of
choose bridging columns such that the starting s
calls on each row-ring use no more thanP additional
destination ports per node, and the ending sub-c
use no more thanP additional source ports per nod
If these conditions are met, then each row-ring ne
no more than 2P ports per node.

2. Column-ring conditions: For each column-ring
we wish to choose bridging columns such that
P-port assumption holds true for each column-ri
i.e. the set ofP R bridging calls for each column-rin
should use no more thanP source and destinatio
ports per node.

Lemma 2. If the bridging conditions imposed b
the column-rings are satisfied, then the bridgi
conditions for the row-rings are also satisfied.

Proof. For each row-ring, at leastP ports are required
regardless of the choice of column-rings since
sources of each starting sub-call and the destinat
of each ending sub-call are fixed. Thus it remains
show only that each node is the destination of no m
than P starting sub-calls, and the source of no m
thanP ending sub-calls, to prove that only anotherP
ports per node are required (for a total of 2P per node).

To see that this is true, note that the destination
each starting sub-call is the source of a correspon
bridging sub-call. Therefore, if a node in a row-ri
were the destination of more thanP starting sub-
calls, that node would also be the source of m
than P bridging sub-calls on its column-ring. Sinc
we assumed that the column-ring conditions w
satisfied, this cannot be true.

Similarly, the source of each ending sub-call
the destination of a corresponding bridging sub-c
If a node in a row-ring were the source of mo
than P ending sub-calls, that node would also be
destination of more thanP bridging sub-calls on its
column-ring, which cannot be true. �

Lemma 2tells us that it suffices to assign calls
bridging columns so that the column-ring conditio
are satisfied. We achieve this by using a bipar
matching approach, as follows.
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Consider the traffic set for theR × C torus. We
construct a bipartite graph consisting of two sets of
R vertices, which we will call{Si } and {Dj }, where
i = 1, . . . , R and j = 1, . . . , R. In a given set,
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each vertex corresponds uniquely to one of theR
row-rings.

Each call in the traffic set will correspond to a
edge in the graph. A call from a nodenr1,c1 to
nr2,c2 will be represented by an edge from vert
Sr1 to Dr2; in other words, a call in the torus i
represented by an edge in the graph connecting
vertex in{Si } representing its source row-ring, and t
vertex in {Dj } representing its destination row-rin
Since we have aP-port traffic set, and each row-rin
containsC nodes, each vertex in the graph will ha
degreePC.

We will call the bipartite graph thus constructed t
bridging graph. In the next step, we will make us
of the following theorem for bipartite matchings wi
equal nodal degree.

Theorem 1. Define aperfect matchingto be a set
of edges where exactly one edge is incident on e
vertex. Then, in a bipartite graph(V1, V2, E) in which
each vertex in V1 and in V2 has degree m, the setE
can be partitioned into m disjoint perfect matchings

Proof. The proof is basically by induction usin
Hall’s theorem [21] and was given in [22]. It is omitted
here for brevity. �

In the context of our constructed bipartite matchin
Theorem 1guarantees that we can obtain a set
PC disjoint perfect matchings. Each perfect match
corresponds to a set ofR calls where exactly one ca
originates from each row-ring, and one call is destin
for each row-ring. Since for any given call the bridgi
sub-call has source node equal to the source row
the original call, and destination node equal to
destination row of the original call, this means tha
all calls in a matching use the same bridging colum
the set of resultant bridging sub-calls will correspo
to a single-port traffic matrix for that column.

The preceding idea forms the basis for the
signment of bridging columns. Recall thatTheorem 1
guarantees that we will havePC disjoint perfect
matchings. Divide these matchings intoC sets ofP
disjoint perfect matchings. Assign each set of mat
ings to one of theC columns. All calls in a matching
e

y

f

Fig. 8. A traffic set for the single-port 4× 2 torus considered in
Example 2. The first two pairs of columns give the row–colum
pairs for the source and destination nodes, while the last
columns give the edges that represent each respective call i
bridging graph.

assigned to a given column will use that column as
bridging column. Since each matching requires o
a single port per node, theP matchings in each col
umn will require no more thanP ports per node. Thu
the column-ring conditions (and subsequently the r
ring conditions, byLemma 2) are satisfied.

Example 2. In this example, we consider the proble
of assigning bridging columns to a traffic set on
single-port 4×2 torus. The traffic set is given inFig. 8.
The corresponding bridging graph is shown inFig. 9.
Recall thatTheorem 1states that since the graph h
vertex degreePC = 1·2 = 2, we can find two disjoin
matchings. One possible such choice is given.

Under the choice of matchings given inFig. 9, we
assign all calls in the first matching to column 1, a
all calls in the second matching to column 2. T
uniquely specifies a bridging column for each call
the traffic set, as shown inFig. 10. For example, the
first call in the set, fromn1,1 to n3,2, corresponds to th
graph edgeS1 to D3. This edge is in the first matching
so the call fromn1,1 to n3,2 is assigned to the bridgin
column of 1. The resulting sub-calls are(n1,1, n1,1),
(n1,1, n3,1), and(n3,1, n3,2). (Note that the(n1,1, n1,1)

sub-call happened to be degenerate, and in pra
would not require a wavelength.)

3.4. The TERA algorithm—operation

We can now formally state the TERA algorithm.
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(6) Give each original call in the torus the route
and wavelength assignment formed by the
concatenation of the RWA of the starting,
bridging, and ending sub-calls. Up to two
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Fig. 9. The bridging graph forExample 2. As expected, each verte
in the bridging graph has vertex degreePC = 1 · 2 = 2.
Using Theorem 1, this can be divided intoC = 2 disjoint perfect
matchings.

Fig. 10. The resultant assignment of bridging columns to calls
Example 2.

The TERA Algorithm.

(1) Given aP-port traffic set for the torus, constru
the corresponding bipartite bridging graph,
described inSection 3.3.

(2) Divide the edges on the bridging graph intoC sets
of P disjoint bipartite matchings. Assign each s
to a different bridging column.

(3) Now that each call has a bridging column, divi
each call into a starting sub-call, a bridging su
call, and an ending sub-call.

(4) For each row-ring, use the�P N/4� algorithm
to perform RWA on all starting and ending su
calls within that row-ring. This requires�PC/2�
wavelengths on each row-ring.

(5) For each column-ring, use the�P N/4� algorithm
to perform RWA of all bridging sub-call
within that column-ring. This requires�P R/4�
wavelengths on each column-ring.
converters may be needed to change between
calls.

3.5. Banding and bypass on tori

In this section, we give an algorithm for bandi
on a torus which reduces size of the band of lo
wavelengths dropped at non-hub nodes.

Since the TERA algorithm essentially results in
problem of disjointly routing traffic on different ring
in the rows and columns, we can apply an appro
similar to the ring banding algorithm. Rather th
using the�P N/4� algorithm to route the sub-cal
on the row-rings and column-rings, the ring band
algorithm is used. In this discussion, we focus on us
the four-hub ring banding algorithm, but the resu
could be extended to using different numbers of hu

We assume again by convention thatR ≥ C.
Using a four-hub architecture on each row, we c
reduce the number of local wavelengths required
those rings toP�C/8�. A minimum of 4R hubs are
required to do this, since no two row-rings can sh
a hub node. In order for rings along the columns
also require a local band of no more thanP�C/8�
wavelengths, enough hubs must be allocated along
columns such that no node in a column-ring is furt
than �C/8� hops from a hub node. This requires
least�R/�C/4�� hub nodes along each column. A
upper bound on the total number of hubs require
therefore 4R + �R/�C/4�� · C, or approximately 8R
hubs. Therefore the number of hubsh∗ is bounded by
4R ≤ h∗ ≤ 8R. We can achieve the lower bound
using clever hub designation to allow the same no
to serve as hubs for both a row-ring and a column-r
reducing the total number of hubs required.

We describe a hub allocation scheme that uses
minimum number of hubs. For the first row, design
nodesn1,h1, n1,h2, n1,h3, andn1,h4 to be hubs, where
the column numbershi are given in Table 2. In
the second row, nodesn2,h1⊕1, n2,h2⊕1, n2,h3⊕1, and
n2,h4⊕1 are hubs; note that this is a cyclic shift in t
rightward direction (moduloC) of the hub allocation
for the previous row. This pattern repeats for
subsequent rows. In general,nr,c is a hub if c ⊕
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Table 2
Hub column numbers for the first row-ring

if C mod 4= · · · h1 h2 h3 h4
0 0 C/4 2C/4 3C/4

1 0 �C/4� 2�C/4� 2�C/4� + �C/4�
2 0 �C/4� �C/4� + �C/4� �C/4� + 2�C/4�
3 0 �C/4� 2�C/4� 3�C/4�

(r − 1) = hi for somei = 1, 2, 3, or 4; i is called
thehub indexof that hub.
It is trivial to note that each row now has four
hubs, and hence onlyP�C/8� local wavelengths are
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required along the rows. The following lemma claim
that this hub allocation also requires no more th
P�C/8� local wavelengths along the columns.

Lemma 3. Designating hub nodes along the row
rings as described results in a hub allocation with th
property that along each column-ring, no local nod
is more than�C/8� hops away from the nearest hu
node.

Proof. The proof will show that along any column
no two hubs are separated by more than�C/4� nodes,
from which it follows that no node can be more tha
�C/8� hops away from a hub.

Recall that a nodenr,c is a hub ifc ⊕ (r − 1) = hi ;
equivalently,nr,c is a hub iffr = hi 	 (c−1) for some
i = 1, 2, 3, or 4. Consider two adjacent hubs in th
same columnnr1,c, nr2,c with hub indicesi and j ; the
distance between them isr1 − r2 = hi − h j . From
Table 2, for any two adjacenthi andh j , hi − h j ≤
�C/4�, completing the proof. �

The consequence of the lemma is that any lo
node is no more than�C/8� nodes away from a
hub; hence no more thanP�C/8� wavelengths are
required.Fig. 11gives an example of a 21× 21 torus,
and illustrates the hub allocation obtained from th
construction.

The number of bypass wavelengths required can
obtained by examining the number of calls arrivin
and departing from each hub node. Along the row
each hub is responsible for�C/4� nodes, and each
such node has 2P ports; therefore each row-hu
has P′ = 2P�C/4�. Using the�P N/4� algorithm,
Fig. 11. A 21× 21 torus. The local nodes are at all intersect
points of the grid, while the hub nodes are shown as shaded cir
For R = C = 9, we have that�N/4� = 2 and�N/4� = 3, so
h1 = 0, h2 = 2, h3 = 4, andh4 = 7. Adding each of the row
numbers modulo 9 gives the hub assignments shown. As a c
note thatg1 = 0, g2 = 2, g3 = 5, andg4 = 7 also correctly yields
the resulting hub allocations down the columns.

P�C/2� bypass wavelengths are required. A sim
argument on the columns shows thatP�R/4� bypass
wavelengths are required.

The wavelength assignment also has the follow
properties:

(1) Non-hub nodes have fixed routing and fixed wa
lengths. Conversion between local wavelengths
hence not required, since each node is assigne
own wavelength to send and receive from its h
Also, local nodes need no knowledge of netwo
state.
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(2) The only place where conversion is required is at
the hubs. No conversion is required to connect
calls continuing from a row-ring onto a column-
ring, or from a column-ring onto a row-ring.
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4. Tree networks

4.1. The tree lower bound

In this section, a bound on the minimum numb
of wavelengths required to supportP-port traffic in
trees is established. We use the cut-set bound to ob
a lower bound on the number of wavelengths. Si
a tree contains no cycles, the removal of any sin
link i disconnects the tree into two disjoint sets
nodes. For eachi , we call these setsS1

i andS2
i , and let

|S1
i | and|S2

i | denote the number of nodes in each s
respectively. Suppose|S1

i | ≤ |S2
i |. Then there exists

a worst-case admissible set where each node inS1
i

sends allP units of traffic to some node inS2
i . Since

all this traffic must cross linki , at leastWi = |S1
i |

wavelengths are required to support it. If|S1
i | > |S2

i |,
similar reasoning givesWi = |S2

i |.
We can obtain the tightest lower bound

maximizing over all linksi . Let the greatest lowe
bound thus obtained beW = maxi {Wi } =
maxi {min{|S1

i |, |S2
i |}}. A link which achieves this

lower bound is known as abottleneck link. Fig. 12
gives an example of determining the bottleneck link

From the preceding discussion, it is clear that
lower bound obtained in this section is depend
on the specific topology of the tree, and not just
the number of nodes in the tree. For example, fo
balancedd-ary tree, the links adjacent to the root no
are the bottleneck links, andW = P(N − 1)/d. For
balanced binary trees, whered = 2, the bound is
W = P(N − 1)/2.

4.2. The�P N/2� embedded-ring approach

In this section, we describe a RWA based
embedding a virtual ring in the tree topology. W
will show that for connectedP-port traffic sets, this
approach requires at most�P N/2� wavelengths for
any tree topology, and hence is optimal for tr
topologies whereW = �P N/2�. For example, it is
n

Fig. 12. A 14-node balanced binary tree. The bottleneck link is
link in heavy black; removal of this link from the graph disconne
the graph into the two indicated sub-trees, each containing|S1

i | =
|S2

i | = 7 nodes. By considering all links in turn, it can be sho
that this is the bottleneck link, resulting in a lower bound of se
wavelengths.

optimal for balanced binary trees. Furthermore,
wavelength conversion is required.

The ring-embedding idea is intuitively very simp
In any tree, by using depth-first search, we can fo
a circuit which visits each node in the tree at le
once while traversing each link only twice (once
each direction). This circuit is said to form avirtual
ring in the following sense. Consider a ring topolo
where the nodes are connected in the order in w
each corresponding node in the tree is first visited
the circuit. Then any RWA for this ring has a one-
one correspondence with a RWA for the tree. Each
between two adjacent nodes on the ring correspon
the links traversed by the circuit in travelling betwe
those two nodes on the tree. Such a circuit is illustra
in Fig. 13for a 15-node balanced binary tree.

A single, unidirectional wavelength on the rin
corresponds to the use of a single, bidirectio
wavelength on the tree. (A bidirectional wavelen
is required because a single circuit around the
used each link once in each direction.) Recall fr
Lemma 1that any two adjacent calls on a ring mu
fit on a single wavelength in one direction or t
other. The ring-embedding algorithm simply divid
the traffic into adjacent pairs, and determines
single-wavelength direction for each pair. Each p
is then routed on a single directed wavelength on
virtual ring, which corresponds to a RWA on the tr
which uses a single bidirectional wavelength per p
Since there are a total of�P N/2� pairs, no more than
�P N/2� wavelengths are required.
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topology, we first used the objective of minimizing
wavelengths, then moved on to maximizing optical
bypass via banding.

For rings, we recap the�P N/3� and �P N/4�
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Fig. 13. Embedding a cycle in a 15-node balanced binary tree.
nodes have been numbered so that the cycle visits them in ord
increasing index. The corresponding virtual ring topology is sho
below the tree.

4.3. Banding and bypass using the embedded-r
approach

Banding can also be performed using the e
bedded-ring approach by directly applying the rin
banding algorithm on the virtual ring. For a four-hu
architecture, for example, the approach ofSection 2.4
can be directly used to obtain a RWA for th
virtual ring which uses�P N/8� local wavelengths
and �P N/4� bypass wavelengths. Since a sing
unidirectional wavelength on the virtual ring require
a bidirectional wavelength on the tree, this implies th
2�P N/8� local wavelengths and 2�P N/4� bypass
wavelengths are required for the tree using t
approach.

5. Conclusions

We considered routing and wavelength assignm
for P-port traffic on ring, torus, and tree topologie
with and without wavelength conversion. For ea
f

t

algorithms from [16] and [19] which are optimal
in minimizing the number of wavelengths used
networks without and with wavelength conversio
respectively. We then propose a novel approach
banding which minimizes the size of the band of lo
wavelengths dropped at all nodes, and addition
eliminates the need for switching at all buth hub
nodes, whereh is a design parameter. Furthermo
only the hubs need to have knowledge of
network state, eliminating the need for a centraliz
management scheme which needs to coordinate
all nodes.

For tori, we derive a lower bound of�P R/4� wave-
lengths required to supportP-port traffic, and provide
a novel algorithm (the TERA algorithm) which us
ring embeddings and requires max{�PC/2�, �P R/4�}
wavelengths for anR × C torus using sparse conve
sion. We show that this is optimal forR ≥ 2C. This
improves over the algorithm in [18] which requires
�P R/2� wavelengths. We then provide a banding
gorithm based on the ring banding approach wh
eliminates switching at all but 4R hubs. Again, only
the hubs need information about the network stat
this second RWA.

Finally, for trees, we describe a method based
the cut-set bound which obtains a lower bound
the number of wavelengths required to support
P-port tree. We then use a ring-embedding appro
to produce the�P N/2� algorithm, which has low
complexity and is optimally efficient in waveleng
usage for a certain subset of trees, including balan
binary trees. A method for applying the ring bandi
algorithm to trees for bypass requiring only half t
wavelengths to be dropped at local nodes is t
derived.
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